INTRODUCTION
Existence and symmetry properties of solutions are among the major questions in the study of partial differential equations. In this paper we consider the following semilinear elliptic equation n (For n = 2, the number (n +2)/(n -2) is considered to be oo.)
We study the existence of solutions of Eq. (1.1) with some restrictions on Q in Section 2 below. In Sections 3 and 4 below, the symmetry properties and nonexistence of solutions are investigated. We find a class of radially symmetric potentials Q for which positive nonradial solutions of ( 1.1) exist, and a nonexistence theorem is proved for certain radial potentials. Equation ( 1.1) is referred to as a (nonautonomous) scalar field equation. It arises in various branches of applied mathematics, for example, in the study of standing wave solutions of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations and of nonlinear Schrodinger equations. For existence theory of Eq. ( 1.1 ), a major difficulty is that in !Rn we no longer have Sobolev Compact Embedding Theorems. Nevertheless, the important special case Q=1 and its generalizations have been investigated extensively by various authors, which in particular include Nehari [ 10] . Synge [ 13 ] , Berger [2] . Coffman [3] , Strauss [12] , Berestycki and Lions [1] , and McLeod and Serrin [9] . In 1963 Nehari [ 10] showed that in IR 3 Eq. (1.1) with Q=1 has a positive radial solution provided that 1 < p ~4, and that in case p = 5, such a solution does not exist. Nehari's results may be extended to general p and n with 1 <p<(n+2)/(n-2) for existence and p~(n+2)/(n-2) for non existence (see, e.g., [2, 11] ). This nonexistence result together with the fact that any solution of (1.1) with Q= 1 must be radial (see [5, 6] ) gives us a nonexistence result of positive solution for (1.1) in case p ~(n + 2)/(n -2).
For general potentials Q, existence theorems have been established recently under various kinds of hypotheses on Q by Lions [8] and by Ding and Ni [ 4] . However, very simple examples (see Ni [ 11] for more details) show that in general one cannot hope to solve ( 1.1) even for bounded Q's. On the other hand, a result recently given by Ding and Ni [ 4] shows that the solvability is guaranteed for any nonnegative bounded Q provided that it is radial. The results presented in Section 2 below improve some of Lions in [8] . Symmetry properties of solutions have been studied by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg in a series of elegant papers [5, 6] . Our results here (Section 3 below) indicate that the radial symmetry of solutions of ( 1.1) is, in general, very sensitive to perturbations of the potential Q. In [ 4 ] , the existence of positive radial solutions of ( 1.1) has been studied by Ding and Ni for a radial potential Q. It seems that our nonexistence result in Section 4 below shows that Corollary 4.8 in Ding and Ni [ 4] is optimal and thus completes the theory in some sense for radial cases. We would like to point out that the results in Sections 2 and 3 can be extended to more general second order elliptic operators than A.
EXISTENCE RESULTS

2.1.
Preliminaries. In this section we study the existence of solutions of Eq. (1.1 ). We shall use a variational approach, namely the so-called "Concentration-Compactness Principle" developed by Lions (see [8] ) in solving Eq. ( 1.1 ).
First, for convenience, some notations need to be introduced. Let This is a problem of existence of minimizers, and we will denote it by (P;.(Q)) or simply by (P). It is clear that to establish the existence of solutions of Eq. (1.1), one can instead prove the existence for (P;.(Q)) for some A.> 0 because such a minimizer will be a solution of Eq. ( 1.1) after a scaling.
It is known (see [ 4, 8] ) that In view of (A), we shall assume that Q* > 0 for the rest of this paper.
For (P;.(Q)) we can always choose minimizing sequences and it is known (see [8] ) that if {um} is a minimizing sequence of (P;.(Q)), there exists a subsequence, say, without loss of generality {um} itself, and a sequence { y m} in !Rn, such that for any e > 0, there is a R, < + oo so that 
for any s > 0. Therefore, we finally get
IR+ and is not identically 0 then (P 2 (Q)) has at least one minimizer in H 1 (1Rn) for every ,1, > 0.
Proof First we want to show that under the above assumption on Q,
we have for every ,1, > 0 the following:
Let u 0 be a positive minimizer of ( P 1 ( 1)) in !Rn. Then u 0 must be radially symmetric, u~(r) < 0 for r > 0 and more
And u 0 is also a minimizer of (PQ.(Q*)), but since
( for any Q with Q* > 0, we get that Now, by the hypotheses on Q, we have 
BRe(Ym)
Since f Q*u~+ [5, 6] where C(n) is some positive constant depending only on n.
Now because of condition (1.2), we have for some positive constant C(p) that tp+1:;;;C(p)(t2+t2n/(n-2)) in fR+.
Hence for any u in H 1 (1Rn) with llull = 1, we have the following
:::;; C(p)(l + e(n)) ·sup Q !kl" < 00.
Q.E.D.
3.2.
It is well known (see [ 12] ) that every u E H:(IRn) is almost everywhere equal to a function u(x ), which is continuous for x =! 0 and such that lu(x)I ~en lxl ci-n) 12 llull, (3.3) where en and rY.n are positive constants depending only on n.
3.3. By a compactness result (see [1, 12] 
where C(p, n) is a positive constant depending only on p and n.
Combining with the fact that M,( <r>J? M,( 1), we finally obtain that as Ct--+ +00.
Now observing that M,(l)=M(l) (see [6] ), and that M(q>")? and more we have that (ua. -L1u")/u~ = q>" is also radially symmetric about x 0 , which implies that x 0 must be the origin because q>" is radially symmetric only about the origin. Therefore u" is in H~(IRn) and M(<p") must thus be equal to M,(q>") which contradicts our argument for large et. Our concern here is the nonexistence of solutions of ( 1.1 ) for radial potentials; for this we have obtained 4.1. Preliminaries. Suppose that u(x) e C 2 (11;n is a solution of (1.1 ). Set
K (r in IRn\{O}, where r= lxl.
Now, for a special K(r)=r<n-!)1 2 , we have
If we assume further that u is radial (and so is V), we then have V"(r)-{ 1 + (n -11::-
in IR+.
Some lemmas.
Here we will first prove some lemmas for Theorem 4.1. The case n=3 appears to be easier in (4.3) and we have a better understanding about it. 
Suppose not; i.e., we suppose that V'(t) > 0 for t > 0.
(i) If V< 1 for all t>O, then V">O by (4.5) together with V'(t)>O for t > 0 will imply that V(t)--+ +oo as t--+ +oo, a contradiction;
(ii) If for some t, V(t)~ l. Now, let t 1 be the point where V= l. Q.E.D. LEMMA 
Every positive solution for the following initial value problem V"(t)-(1+-[i)v(t)+W(t)VP(t)=O
for t>O (4.6) 
Integration by parts gives
,s
Now, letting e ~0 and noting that V(e)/e--.. V'(O), we obtain ( c)
+ --J'
Next, we multiply (4.6) by V(t) and subtract (4.7) from [ 4] ) is optimal in a certain sense.
